


Exploring the 
beauty of 

imperfection

Bright Barocco





Every Barocco 
is uniquely 

customized and 
comes with a 

certificate



The Barocco project explores the process of solidification and debates 
how we perceive solidity and liquidity.

Not much different from an icicle, formed by weather conditions and 
gravity, the Barocco pendant is created by blowing air and a shift in 
temperature.

The Bright Barocco lamps seek to preserve the link to their original 
liquid form, by appearing to be frozen in the middle of the process.

Barocco, which originally meant a pearl of irregular shape, is perfectly 
imperfect, since it is rich in variation and has the same quality you 
find in wood, which also varies and contributes with uniqueness to a 
uniform design.

All Bright Barocco pendants are uniquely customized by a glassblower 
and come, with a certificate and a personal signature from the 
glassblower.

Material: Opaque uniquely customized mouth blown glass & solid brass

Dimensions; Ø: 200mm 

Cord Length: 300mm

Wire Length: 200mm



BRIGHT 
SPOT

"Bright Spot is a 
reinterpretation of  the 
classic café pendant known 
for bathing the urban Parisian 
coffee shops in a soft, 
ambient light"





Material: Opaque mouth blown glass & Brass 
Dimensions; Ø: 200mm 
Cord Length: 300mm

Bright Spot is a reinterpretation of the classic café pendant known for 
bathing the urban Parisian coffee shops in a soft, ambient light. We 
maintained the warm glow but combined the chic Parisian aesthetic with 
a Nordic minimalism creating an almost clinical, yet tactile design with just 
a hint of nostalgia.

The lamp shade is made from opal glass and an embedded spot that 
comes in two different versions: You can either choose the original 
brass spot or be among the first to snag a Bright Spot with our brand 
new aluminum spot. The removable metal spot not only creates an 
eye-catching contrast to the simple glass sphere: It also completes 
the expression of the lamp by forming a closed globe. Additionally, the 
unvarnished brass spot creates a dynamic lamp that changes over time 
as the spot patinates. 

The long, dark Scandinavian winter makes good lighting an absolute 
necessity – but lamps are much more than just illuminators. They are 
a big part of the story you tell about your home. The soft lines and the 
contrasting materials of this modern design turn an everyday function 
into a highly aesthetic experience. With its simple yet striking expression, 
Bright Spot can be used both as a repetitive element across a room or 
as an isolated statement piece.

Bright Spot was originally designed for Aarhus Airport as part of a 
comprehensive renovation since the airport wanted to rebrand itself 
when Aarhus was nominated European Capital of Culture 2017. Today 
more than 200 Bright Spots light up the halls and walkways in the airport.



BRIGHT 
MODECO



"Bright Modeco is an 
attempt to do something 

different, to embrace 
feminine values"





The new member 
of the Modeco 

Family



Bright Modeco was created in the assumption of that steel, glass and 
concrete in total absence of ornamentation not necessarily holds the 
answer to a happy life. Bright Modeco is an attempt to do something 
different, to embrace feminine values.

During the late 20th century the modernistic ideology were 
misinterpret and ideas like ‘less is more’ mistaken for ‘cheaper is better’. 
This economically optimized worldview neglected the fundamental 
human need for appreciation in form of ornamentation.

We believe by combining the values from both modernism and art 
deco in the 21th century we could create something functional 
without compromising the genuine human need for decoration.

Material: Opaque mouth blown glass & Brass

Bright Modeco 

Dimensions; Ø: 200mm Cord Length: 300mm

Bright Modeco Plus

Dimensions; Ø: 200mm H: 260mm Cord Length: 300mm

Bright Modeco Table Edition

Dimensions; Ø: 200mm H: 260mm On/Off Cord Length: 300mm 



THE  
TODDLER



Material: Opaque mouth blown glass
Dimensions : Ø120mm  H140mm

 Let’s make it clear: The Toddler is not designed to be a nursery
 lamp – it is the baby of our lamp family and has a lot of the same
 characteristics as a tiny tot, hence the name. Just like a little human,
 new to the world, this petite lamp is a curious being designed to
 look around – and just like a toddler, this all glass lamp gives an
 impression of being fragile and delicate. It makes you move carefully
 around it – but let’s face it: A child is sturdier than it seems – and
 so is The Toddler. Just don’t throw it around, and avoid banging the
!glass parts together

 The Toddler consists of two glass parts: an acid-etched bottom
 plus a top with a gradient down by the side and a sandblasted spot.
 The top is not fixed to the bottom but is designed to be placed
 in an angle that is ideal for its designated place in your home. By
 making an all glass lamp, the friction between the two glass parts
 is minimized which makes the risk of them scratching each other
.when adjusting the angle almost non-existent

 In all its simplicity, The Toddler is a quite interesting lamp able to
 calm down an otherwise busy room. By adding The Toddler as a
 light element in a dark or texture-heavy setting, an alluring contrast
 is created. We picture it in a botanical setting, surrounded by an
 urban jungle of greenery and foliage. That’s why The Toddler is
.designed with a forest green textile cable

 To emphasize the simple design of The Toddler, place it on a
 sideboard, in a bookcase, on your bedside table – or any other
 dark corner. It especially shows its character when placed against
 a dark or textured accent wall, or try placing it on a windowsill to
 experience how it looks with the bright day as a background in
.comparison to the dark evenings

NORDIC 
TALES 

2020



MOTH 
CHAIR

Furniture Collection



"The chair has 
been cleaved 
in the middle, 

leaving no 
pressure 
on the

 spine in 
order 

to achieve
 the most 

ergonomic 
possible 
product"





Material: Smoked or oiled oak wood & powder coated steel
H: 80cm  D: 56cm  W: 51cm  Seat H : 44cm

Moth is the founding member of the Nordic Tales’ After Eight collection. A collection of 
furniture dedicated to those of you who shine after the sun has set.
 
The charismatic expression is the result of a left and right brain design process. The chair has 
been cleaved in the middle, leaving no pressure on the spine in order to achieve the most 
ergonomically possible product. The brass knobs are keeping the only eight millimeter thick 
back piece in place and pattern the wings. The lower back piece is intended to tangent the 
solid metal rods and completes the face of the Moth chair.
 
The famous Rorschach test has played a huge part in positioning the eyes of the moth in 
order to create an expression that can be read as both cheerful and melancholy depending 
on the nature of the observer.
 
Besides molded plywood and structure coated steel, the Moth comes with a special detail 
to complete the after eight mood. On the back, it has two corks specially imported from a 
famous champagne cork supplier. Besides these corks, the whole chair has been designed, 
developed, and produced in Denmark.



POET 
DESK

Furniture Collection

"The table is an ode to 
classical Scandinavian 

furniture in which quality in 
materials and detail 
is highly prioritized"



Material: Oiled oak wood, solid and veneer
H: 72cm  D: 55cm  W: 135cm 

Poet Desk is the story of exclusive furniture. It is a desk whereby thoughts and creativity can 
unfold and generate new ideas and projects. The table is an ode to classical Scandinavian 
handcrafted furniture in which quality in materials and detail is highly prioritized.

Poet is more than just a desk. It is a tool equal to your computer and your coffee mug. Poet, 
besides from the primary desktop, has two built-in shelves and a drawer where you can store 
your notes and pens. This way, your desk always appears tidy and clean. Legs and desktop 
are wedged together and eliminate the need for superfluous materials and components.

The idea of Poet came alive during the designers’ stay at the school of joiners in Copenhagen, 
Denmark. The table honors solid craftsmanship and at the same time fulfills contemporary 
wishes of a simple and functional design.



PLEAT 
CABINET

Furniture Collection

"With a stepless textile curtain 
mimicking a traditional pleated 

lampeshade, Pleat cabinet 
melts classical lamp design with 

contemporary furniture tendencies"





Material: Soap treated oak wood
H: 70cm  D: 40cm  W: 120cm 

Pleat Cabinet is a furniture design looking both backward and forward in time. 
Most cabinets have an undeniably retro feel – and Pleat Cabinet is no exception. 
In fact, the design embraces the nostalgic look – but at the same time, it is 
designed to fit the demands of a modern home. The result is a timeless design 
that rethinks the functionality of the cabinet while retaining the classic lines.

To fit contemporary needs, the inside of the cabinet is fully customizable – and 
this is no exaggeration. With nine completely adjustable modules, you can arrange 
and rearrange your Pleat Cabinet to fit your exact needs – whether your cabinet 
is meant for storing liquor and board games or photo albums and those important 
documents we all have but don’t know what to do with. An invisible opening at the 
back of the cabinet even makes it possible to hide away cables, modems, and 
other technologies that are an unavoidable part of modern living – but maybe not 
the most aesthetically pleasing accessory for your home.
Nordic Tales started out as a lighting brand and expanded to furniture later on. With 
a stepless textile curtain mimicking a pleated lampshade, Pleat Cabinet melts the 
two design branches together. By drawing on this well-known lamp feature, the 
design becomes highly recognizable – but by putting it in the context of furniture, 
it is transformed into something completely new, something unexpected.

The stepless curtain makes it possible to hide away what needs hiding away while 
putting other modules on display. The backside of the cabinet has a high finish, 
giving you the option of using your Pleat Cabinet as a freestanding piece that you 
can build your living space around – or you can place it more discreetly against 
a wall. It’s totally up to you.



TABULA 
TABLE

Furniture Collection

"The drawers frame the content as a 
beautiful whole – even when used for 

storing objects that look like clutter in a 
traditional context"



Material: Solid oiled oak wood & glass
H: 74cm  D: 180cm  W: 90cm 

Tabula Table is not your standard wooden table, but a multifunctional 
table designed for very different conceptual usages: from dining room 
to workspace. A visible storage system even makes Tabula Table perfect 
for shops that want to display products in a new and different setting. 
Wherever you place your Tabula Table the visible storage calls for big 
displays that blur the line between table and surroundings, melting 
functionality and installation art together and exploring the limits of 
traditional furniture design and how we interact with everyday objects.

Tabula Table has multiple drawers, but instead of hiding the content 
under the usual table top in a solid material, the content is displayed by 
one of transparent glass. This may sound messy, but it really isn’t. The 
drawers frame the content as a beautiful whole – even when used for 
storing objects that look like clutter in a traditional context. This makes 
Tabula Table the perfect workstation for design studios, art departments, 
and other creative environments in regular need of storing sketches, 
swatches, tools and hardware that aren’t part of an active process but 
nice to have within reach. By framing the development of a design, 
Tabula Table encourages spectators to take part in a dialogue about 
the design, causing Tabula Table to not just frame but actually affect 
the creative process.

Tabula Table fosters a creative environment that will get the ideas flowing 
– not just in a professional setting but also in your private home. There 
is no limit to the creative and extraordinary displays you can make with 
the visible storage. Just imagine impressing your guests with a table set 
on a gradient of flower petals. Utterly unforgettable!

Tabula Table has an oakwood frame, a glass table top, and six individual 
drawers that encourage you to unleash your creativity.


